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WiziShop: a new no-code ecommerce solution has launched

Today marks the launch of WiziShop on the international market.

Founded in France in 2008, WiziShop has already welcomed over 250,000 e-merchants to
their platform in France to help them build their online businesses. WiziShop's aim is to
make ecommerce simpler, by providing an intuitive, all-in-one platform with numerous tools
and valuable education.

Here's what makes WiziShop different...

SEO

WiziShop is an optimized and technically-ready ecommerce platform for SEO, whether you
are new to the SEO game, a specialist or an expert. WiziShop offers an SEO dashboard,
with over 50 native optimizations and tools within its solution to help its e-merchants optimize
the performance of their online stores and considerably improve their SEO.

WiziShop ensures that all their clients get the visibility they deserve.



An all-in-one tool that's accessible to all

Based on a performance model, WiziShop’s goal is to make ecommerce accessible to
everyone with an all-in-one solution that provides e-merchants with everything they need to
succeed, from design, marketing, upselling and many other features.

WiziShop is an intuitive solution with simple and easy-to-follow steps for creating an online
store. No need to install additional modules or purchase add-ons; everything you need is
included within the subscription and within the platform.

Helping e-merchants go the extra mile

The team at WiziShop know that managing a successful ecommerce store takes more than
just great products. WiziShop prides itself on supporting their clients from the very
conception of their store to their millionth dollar in revenue.

Free education and training content is available for all e-merchants as well as a team of
expert Business Coaches are on hand to support and guide the e-merchants through their
journey, from small account questions to bigger marketing strategy advice.



Head to wizishop.com to find out more or contact Alexandra Thomas at
alexandra@wizishop.com for any further information or interview requests. All images and
resources can be found here: https://wizi.la/images

BOILERPLATE: WiziShop is the all-in-one platform for ecommerce. Their cloud-based
solutions make it easier to gain visibility and sell products and services online by harnessing
the power of SEO. They invest in their customers’ success with comprehensive training and
a passionate team of Business Coaches, allowing users to focus on what matters to them:
building and scaling successful, long-term online businesses.

http://wizishop.com

